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Abstract

Within the research project SIMULEKT (Simulating Intona-
tional Varieties of Swedish), our recent work includes two
approaches to simulating intonation in regional varieties of
Swedish. The first involves a method for modelling intonation
using theSWING (SWedish INtonationGenerator) tool, where
annotated speech samples are resynthesised with rule-based in-
tonation and audio-visually analysed with regards to the major
intonational varieties of Swedish. The second approach con-
cerns a method for simulating dialects with HMM synthesis,
where speech is generated from emphasis-tagged text. We con-
sider both approaches important in our aim to test and further
develop the Swedish prosody model, as well as to convincingly
simulate Swedish regional varieties using speech synthesis.
Index Terms: Swedish dialects, prosody modelling, prosody
simulation, speech synthesis

1. Introduction
Our object of study in the research project SIMULEKT (Simu-
lating Intonational Varieties of Swedish) [1] is the prosodic vari-
ation characteristic of different regions of the Swedish-speaking
area. Figure 1 shows a map of these regions, corresponding
to our present dialect classification scheme. In our work, vari-
ous forms of speech synthesis and the Swedish prosody model
[2, 3, 4] play prominent roles. Our main sources for analysis
here are the two Swedish speech databases SpeechDat [6] and
the NST corpus (see further section 3.1). SpeechDat contains
speech recorded over the telephone from 5000 speakers, regis-
tered by age, gender, current location and self-labeled dialect
type, according to Elert’s suggested Swedish dialect groups [7]
that is a more fine-grained classification with 18 regions in
Sweden. This material was used in our first approach together
with our SWING tool. The HMM material used in our second
approach was selected from the NST database for training of
speech recognition, which covers some major regional varieties
of Swedish (see also section 3.1). The large speech synthesis
database from a professional speaker of standard Swedish also
used in the second approach was recorded as part of the NST
(Nordisk Spr̊akteknologi ’Nordic Language Technology’) syn-
thesis development.

1.1. The Swedish prosody model

The main parameters for the Swedish prosody model [2, 3, 4]
are for word prosody 1) word accent timing, i.e. timing charac-
teristics of pitch gestures of word accents (accent 1/accent 2)
relative to a stressed syllable, and 2) pitch patterns of com-
pounds, and for utterance prosody 3) intonational prominence
levels (focal/non-focal accentuation), and 4) patterns of con-
catenation between pitch gestures of prominent words.

Figure 1: Approximate geographical distribution of the seven
main regional varieties of Swedish.

1.2. Outline of the paper

This paper exemplifies two recent approaches involving simu-
lation of Swedish regional varieties: one analysis tool for test-
ing and further developing our prosody model using rule-based
intonation resynthesis, and one HMM synthesis approach for
simulating dialects, where speech is generated from emphasis-
tagged text.

2. TheSWING intonation analysis tool

SWING (SWedish INtonation Generator) is a tool for analysis
and modelling of Swedish intonation by resynthesis, developed
within our project. It comprises several parts joined by the
speech analysis software Praat [8], which also serves as graph-
ical interface. Using an input annotated speech sample and an
input rule file,SWING generates and plays PSOLA resynthesis
– with rule-based and speaker-normalised intonation – of the in-
put speech sample. Additional features include visual display of
the output on the screen, and options for printing various kinds
of information to the Praat console (Info window), e.g. rule
names and values, the time and F0 of generated pitch points etc.
Figure 2 shows a schematic overview of the tool.

2.1. Input speech material

The input speech sample to be used with the tool is manually
annotated. Stressed syllables are labelled prosodically and the
corresponding vowels are transcribed orthographically. Figure
3 displays an example utterance with prosodic annotation:De’
på kv̈allarna som vi s̈ander ‘It’s in the evenings that we are
transmitting’, while Table 1 shows the prosodic labels that are
handled by the current version of the tool.
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Figure 2:Schematic overview of theSWING tool.

Figure 3:Example of an annotated input speech sample.

Table 1:Prosodic labels used for annotation of speech samples
to be analysed bySWING.

Label Description
pa1 primary stressed (non-focal) accent 1
pa2 primary stressed (non-focal) accent 2
pa1f focal focal accent 1
pa2f focal focal accent 2
cpa1 primary stressed accent 1 in compounds
cpa2 primary stressed accent 2 in compounds
csa1 secondary stressed accent 1 in compounds
csa2 secondary stressed accent 2 in compounds

2.2. Rules

The Swedish prosody model is implemented as a set of rule files
– one for each regional variety in the model – with timing and
F0 values for critical points in the rules. These files are text files
with a number of columns; the first contains the rule names, and
the following comprise three pairs of values, corresponding to
the timing and F0 of the critical pitch points of the rules. The
three points are calledini (initial), mid (medial), andfin (final).
Each point contains values for timing (T) and F0 (F0). Timing
is expressed as a percentage into the stressed syllable, starting
from the onset of the stressed vowel, which is the default. Three
values are used for F0: L (low), H (high) and H+ (extra high,
used in focal accents). The pitch points are optional; they can be
left out if they are not needed by a rule. New rules can easily be
added and existing ones adjusted by editing the rule file. Table 2
shows an example of the rules for South Swedish. Several rules
contain a second part, which is used for the pitch contour of the
following (unstressed) interval (segment) in the annotated input
speech sample. This extra part has ‘next’ attached to its rule
name. Examples of such rules arepa1f, pa2fand cpa2 in Table
2.

2.3. Procedure

Analysis is fairly straightforward withSWING. The user selects
one input speech sample and one rule file to be used with the
tool, and which (if any) text (rules, pitch points, debugging in-

Table 2:Example rule file for South Swedish with timing (T) and
F0 (F0) values for initial (ini), mid (mid) and final (fin) points.

Rule name iniT iniF0 midT midF0 finT finF0
global (phrase) L L
concatenation L L
pa1f (focal accent 1) -30 L 40 H+
pa1f next (extra gesture) L
pa2f (focal accent 2) L 40 L 80 H+
pa2f next (extra gesture) 10 H+ 50 L L
pa1 (non-focal accent 1) -30 L 40 H L
pa2 (non-focal accent 2) L H
pa2next (extra gesture) 30 H 80 L
cpa1 (compound accent 1)-30 L 20 H+ 80 L
cpa2 (compound accent 2) L H
cpa2next (extra gesture) 30 H 80 L

formation) to print to the Praat console. A Praat script generates
resynthesis of the input speech sample with a rule-based output
pitch contour based on 1) the pitch range of the input speech
sample, used for speaker normalisation, 2) the annotation, used
to find the time and pitch gestures to be generated, and 3) the
rule file, containing the values of the critical pitch points. The
Praat graphical user interface provides immediate audio-visual
feedback of how well the rules work, and also allows for easy
additional manipulation of pitch points with the Praat built-in
Manipulationfeature.

2.4. Testing the Swedish prosody model

SWING is now being used in our work with testing and develop-
ing the Swedish prosody model for compound words. Testing is
done by selecting an input speech sample and a rule file of the
same intonational variety. If the model works adequately, there
should be a close match be-tween the F0 contour of the original
version and the rule-based one generated by the tool. Figure 4
shows compound intonation for the three dialect regions Got-
land, Svea (Central standard Swedish), and South Swedish.

Gotland

Svea

South

Figure 4:Simulation of compound words inSWING. Praat Ma-
nipulation displays of the compound wordmo"biltelefonen ’the
mobile phone’of the three dialect regions Gotland, Svea (Cen-
tral standard Swedish), and South Swedish (simulation: circles
connected by solid line; original pitch: light-grey line).

As can bee seen in Figure 4, there is a close match between
the original pitch of the input speech samples and the simulated
pitch contour in all three dialectal regions.



3. Synthesis Experiments
During the last decade, most speech synthesisers have been
based on prerecorded pieces of speech resulting in improved
quality, but with lack of control in modifying prosodic patterns
[9]. The research focus has been directed towards how to op-
timally search and combine speech units of different lengths.
A synthesis approach that has gained interest in recent years
is HMM based synthesis [10]. In this solution the generation
of speech is based on a parametric representation, while the
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion still relies on a large pronun-
ciation dictionary. This approach has been successfully applied
to a large number of languages, including Swedish [11].

HMM synthesis is an entirely data-driven approach to
speech synthesis. As such it gains all its knowledge about seg-
mental, intonational and durational variation in speech from
training on an annotated speech corpus. Given that the appro-
priate features are annotated and made available to the train-
ing process, it is possible to synthesise speech with high qual-
ity at both segmental and prosodic levels. Another important
feature of HMM synthesis that makes it an interesting choice
in studying dialectal variation, is that it is possible to adapt a
voice trained on a large data set (2-10 hours of speech) to a new
speaker with only 15-30 minutes of transcribed speech [12]. In
this study we used 20-30 minutes of dialectal speech for experi-
ments on speaker adaption of the initially trained HMM synthe-
sis voice.

3.1. Data description

The data we used in this study are from the Norwegian
Spr̊akbanken. This large speech synthesis database from a pro-
fessional speaker of standard Swedish was recorded as part of
the NST (Nordisk Spr̊akteknologi ’Nordic Language Technol-
ogy’) synthesis development. It was recorded in stereo, with
the voice signal in one channel, and signal from a laryngo-
graph in the second channel. About 5000 read sentences are
included in the corpus, adding up to about 11 hours of speech.
The manuscripts for the recordings were based on the NST cor-
pus, and the selection was done to make them phonetically bal-
anced and to ensure diphone coverage. Though not prosodi-
cally balanced, the manuscripts still contain different types of
sentences that ensure prosodic variation, e.g. statements, wh-
questions, yes/no questions and enumerations. The 11 hour
speech database was aligned on the phonetic and word levels
using our Nalign software [13] with the NST dictionary as pro-
nunciation dictionary. This comprises more than 900.000 pho-
netically transcribed items with syllable boundaries marked. In
addition, the text was tagged for part-of-speech using a TNT
tagger trained on the SUC corpus [14]. From the NST database
for training of speech recognition we selected a small number
of unprofessional speakers from the following Swedish dialec-
tal areas: North, Dala, G̈ota, Gotland and South (see Figure
1). The data samples were considerably smaller than the speech
synthesis database; they ranged from 22 to 60 minutes, com-
pared to the 11 hours by the professional speaker.

3.2. HMM Contextual Features

The typical HMM synthesis model can be decomposed into a
number of distinct layers. At the acoustic level, a parametric
source-filter model (MLSA-vocoder) is responsible for signal
generation. Context dependent HMMs, containing probabil-
ity distributions for the parameters and their 1st and 2nd order
derivatives, are used for generation of control parameter trajec-

tories. In order to select context dependent HMMs, a decision
tree that uses input from a large feature set to cluster the HMM
models was applied.

In this study, we used the standard model for acoustic and
HMM level processing, and we focussed on on adapting the
feature set for the decision tree for the task of modeling dialec-
tal variation. The feature set typically used in HMM synthesis
includes features on segment, syllable, word, phrase and utter-
ance level. Segment level features include immediate context
and position in syllable; syllable features include stress and po-
sition in word and phrase; word features include emphasis, part-
of-speech tag (content or function word), number of syllables,
position in phrase etc., phrase features include phrase length in
terms of syllables and words; utterance level includes length in
syllables, words and phrases. For our present experiments, we
have also added a speaker level to the feature set, since we train
a voice on multiple speakers. The only feature in this category
at present is dialect group, which is one of North, Dala, Svea,
Göta, Gotland and South. In addition to this, we have chosen to
add to the word level a morphological feature stating whether
or not the word is a compound, since compound stress pattern
often is a significant dialectal feature in Swedish [1]. At the
syllable level we have added explicit information about lexical
accent type (accent 1, accent 2 or compound accent).

4. Exemplifying work in progress

The SWING tool requires information about phoneme align-
ment, pitch range, syllable stress and accents. These features
are all automatically generated in the HMM synthesis process,
which makes it possible to useSWING rules to generate pitch
contours automatically from an emphasis-tagged text, which in
turn can be used to replace or supplement the HMM-generated
pitch curves prior to sound synthesis.

Förr eller   ˈsenare  får  du väl  ˈpengar.
                     A2                            A1

      ˈTurˌlista   och     ˈpriser  från ˈDallas  till Orˈlando.
Compound A2             A2                A1               A1

  ˈAnkomstˌtid:           ˈsjutton    ˈnoll  ˈnoll.
  Compound A2              A2         A1    A1

Figure 5:SWING rules for South Swedish applied to the HMM
material. Praat Manipulation displays of the three phrases
Ankomsttid: sjutton noll noll.’Time of arrival: seventeen zero
zero.’,Förr eller senare f̊ar du v̈al pengar.’You should get money
sooner or later.’ andTurlista och priser fr̊an Dallas till Orlando
’Timetable and prices from Dallas to Orlando’. (simulation:
circles connected by solid line; original pitch: light-grey line;
A1: accent 1; A2: accent 2).



Current work in our project concerns using the rules obtained
with SWING to generate intonation for the seven main regional
varieties of Swedish together with the HMM synthesiser. As
an example of how the new hybridSWING/HMM synthesiser
works, Figure 5 shows how South SwedishSWING rules can
be applied to the material from the HMM synthesis. There is
a rather close match between the original F0-contour and the
synthesis. One exception is phrase-initial intonation, which has
not been regulated yet.

The content-rich feature files generated from large anno-
tated speech corpora, used in HMM synthesis training, also al-
low for statisical and explorative investigation of prosodic char-
acteristics of different speakers and dialects. Figure 6 visu-
alises F0-patterns for two speakers with different dialects as
pitch clouds. We selected approximately 1000 content words,
ranging from 1 to 5 syllables, with primary stress on the first
syllable, from a large set of read utterances. F0-curves were
extracted, mean-normalised and temporally aligned according
to vowel onset in the stressed syllable (marked with a vertical
line in the figure). For each dialect, separate clouds were gener-
ated for three accent types: accent 1, accent 2 and compounds.
The figure clearly shows the dialect difference in accent 2 and
compounds, with two peaks in theSveacase and a single peak
for South. For Southit is clear that the temporal alignment of
the peak is later in accent 2 than in accent 1. An additional di-
mension in the figure is syllable length, which is represented by
color. Monosyllabic words are black, 2-5 syllable words are red,
green, blue and magenta respectively. Not unexpectedly, there
is an overrepresentation of monosyllabic accent 1 words, since
we selected only those with stress on the first syllable. Accent
2 words are primarily disyllabic, while a majority of the longer
words are compounds. This type of analysis gives insight into
features that influence prosodic realisations, which is valuable
both in HMM synthesis and for fine-tuning theSWING rules.

5. Discussion and future work
Although SWING still needs work, we already find it useful in
our project work of analysing speech material as well as testing
our model. Our preliminary simulation of compound word into-
nation for Gotland, Svea (Central standard Swedish) and South
Swedish with the tool is also encouraging. The new hybrid
SWING/HMM synthesiser will allow more careful investigation
of theSWING rules, since large sets of perceptual stimuli can be
automatically generated under controlled conditions.
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